
Name: Lamar Miller

Height: 5-1

Weight: 212

School Miami

Year: Sophmore

Date: 9/5/2011

Opponent: Maryland

Score: 24-32

Location: Maryland

Surface Grass

Climate: Night/Rain

Temperature: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 94

Power Score : 16Balance Score 8

BHandling Scor 11

Speed Score : 13

Vision Score: 18

Elusiveness Score 12

Blocking Scor 4

Receiving and Routes Score : 6

Durability Score 6

Attempts: 18

Rush Yd 119

1st Downs 4

Rush Td 1

Target: 1

Rec: 3

Rec Yds 3

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 7

BLKs Assigne 4

BLKs Made 2

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: Yes

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: No

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: Yes

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: Yes

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: Yes

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: No

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: No

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: Yes

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability



Name: Lamar Miller Date: 9/5/2011 Opponent: Maryland

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile
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Miller is fast. His burst is NFL-caliber in the respect that when given a hole he can accelerate past all three levels of a defense an turn a 10-yard gain into a 40-yard touchdown. 
There is little doubt that Miller has a ton of physical talent. He runs with good balance and power between the tackles. He can run through contact and he has good enough 
footwork to prevent defenders from getting good angles on him. He bends runs with good speed and he has shown some skill to pick and slide to creases or press a crease and cut 
back. He can catch the football with his hands and he is decisive as a return specialist. If he matures into the players he’s capable of becoming, he can start in the NFL.
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Miller diagnoses blocks effectively, but he has to do better with his cut blocking. He drops his head too early. Miller’s effort as a blocker is not good enough. He will deliver a punch 
and he has skill at getting the correct angle to make a block. However, he doesn’t sustain the contact and work hard enough to maintain that position. He seems more worried 
about getting hit from behind or hurt in the act of blocking that helping his teammates make plays. Miller also seems to go out of bounds too easily on plays where it seems he 
could have fought to stay inbounds and gain more yardage when time wasn’t a factor for the drive. He can carry the ball a little loosely from his body but he tends to cinch it 
tighter in traffic. He makes running the football look easy and I think it might contribute to the perception that his effort isn’t all there.
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Miller's first carry was a four-yard gain from a 11 personnel 1x(2 weakside) set versus a 4-3 on 2nd and 10 with 11:08 in the first quarter. The RT and RG collapsed the RDE and 
WLB inside and Miller took the ball outside the RT for two yards before lowering his pads into the SLB and squirting through the contact to fall forward for another two. Good pad 
level and power after contact. Miller's second carry was an 11-yard gain on 2nd and 3 with 6:54 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel set with the single receiver split to what 
was the weakside of the unbalanced line until just before the snap when the second TE balanced the formation with motion to the WR's side. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to 
the right side and the LG cut the LDE while slanting right as Miller took the exchange while following his FB to right end. Miller did a good job staying squarely behind the FB until 
the lead blocker sealed the edge and then dipped just inside the block a few yards behind the line of scrimmage. He then veered just outside the safety who tried wrapping Miller 
a yard behind the line of scrimmage, but could not hang onto Miller's waste and thighs. The RB ran through the wrap as he crossed the line of scrimmage to the right flat and 
looked towards the second safety coming from the backside over top as the RB crossed the first down marker. He accelerated upfield and nearly took away that safety's angle but 
the defender bumped Miller out of bounds. Good patience and skill taking away the angles of the SLB and SS. Miller gained five yards three plays later on a 2nd and 10 with 2:15 
in the first quarter from an off set I formation with the FB strong side and two receivers weakside versus a 4-3 with the LCB playing the left edge. The C-LG double-teamed the 
LDT and the LT sealed the LDE as the FB headed for the LCB all while Miller took the exchange towards left end on this stretch play. Miller veered inside the FB after the exchange 
and made a really quick stutter move and dip inside the safety at the line of scrimmage. The move took away the safety's angle and allowed Miller to run through the defender's 
reach for a gain of five yards, finishing the play wrapped from behind and rode down by the backside DT.  Miller's second return was a 31-yard gain with 12:52 in the half. He 
fielded the ball just inside the left hash at the 10 and took the ball behind his up man to the inside and towards the right hash. He dipped upfield once he reached the 20, 
accelerating past a backside defender's angle that looked like the defender had an easy wrap. Good speed from Miller here as he reached a lane just inside the hash at the 25 and 
beat an outside defender's angle on him at the 30. Miller than geared while running through that outside defender's dive for his legs and lowered his pads through a defender over 
top to cross the 40 yard-line. Miller gained eight yards on 1st and 10 with 13:55 from an off set I formation 21 personnel set with both receivers split to the weak side of the 
formation. Miller followed his FB and pulling RT towards right end and the cut into a crease behind the RT and behind the C generating a push on the RDT to the outside Miller got 
his shoulders square just before he reached the line of scrimmage and burst up the right hash, running through a defender trying to wrap his legs and lowering his pads into the 
safety after spinning away from another linebacker. Miller gained 14 yards on 2nd and 1 with 11:51 left from a single back, 12 personnel set. Miller got double teams from the LG-
LT on the LDE and the C-RG on the LDT. Miller took the exchange toward the C and followed the RG to the second level until he saw a bigger crease past the line of scrimmage 
that led to the left flat. Miller turned into the flat after getting the first down and with good burst, bent the run inside his WR about five yards downfield. He lowered his outside 
shoulder through the hit of the CB coming off that WR’s block about eight yards down field, bounced off the safety with contact from his inside shoulder just as he was running 
through the wrap of the CB and he was finally wrapped high and rode down by a defender in pursuit for a 14-yard gain. Good balance, pad level, leg drive and burst. He carried 
the ball under his right arm despite deciding to veer left. Miller gained three yards on 2nd and 4 with 10:53 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set with a receiver split 
left to the weak side. Maryland had five men on the line, three to the strong side and the linebackers shaded to that side as well. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to the left side 
and Miller followed the FB towards the left shoulder of the C before cutting back behind the right shoulder of the right guard for three yards. He made a slashing cut on the play 
but had to lower his pads into an unblocked LB two yards into the hole and could only fall forward for a yard. He gained 13 yards on the next play, a 3rd and 4 2x1, 20 personnel 
shotgun set with Miller flanking the right side of the QB towards to the two receiver side. It was a belly draw behind a double-team of the C-LG while following the FB flanking the 
QB’s left into the hole. Miller cut inside the FB at the line of scrimmage and ran through the LB’s hit three yards downfield to get the first down, dipping toward the right hash and 
then up the middle of the field towards his outside receiver coming from that hash for another five yards. He was cut by the safety. Miller gained six on 1st and 10 with 6:16 from 
a 12 personnel set with receivers split to the weak side. Miller ran through the grasp of the edge defender coming down the line to reach the line of scrimmage where there was a 
nice hold outside the TE that motioned to LG to open a crease. He was wrapped up in the second level. On every run the burst is apparent. On the next play, he gained a yard on 
2nd and 9 with 5:38 left. He actually gained 17 on a run around left end with 5:45, showing good speed but the team was called for an illegal formation due to a wide receiver not 
lining up correctly. On slid between his RG and RT to reach a small crease and push the pile past the line of scrimmage for a yard.
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Miller gained five yards three plays later on a 2nd and 10 with 2:15 in the first quarter from an off set I formation with the FB strong side and two receivers weakside versus a 4-3 
with the LCB playing the left edge. The C-LG double-teamed the LDT and the LT sealed the LDE as the FB headed for the LCB all while Miller took the exchange towards left end 
on this stretch play. Miller veered inside the FB after the exchange and made a really quick stutter move and dip inside the safety at the line of scrimmage. The move took away 
the safety's angle and allowed Miller to run through the defender's reach for a gain of five yards, finishing the play wrapped from behind and rode down by the backside DT.  Good 
job carrying the ball under his left arm on the play.Miller carried the ball on 1st and 10 from an offset I formation with the FB and both receivers on the weak side with 0:40 left in 
the half. The offensive line slanted left but allowed penetration by the LDE into the backfield. However, Miller and his FB reached left end and the RB dipped inside the FB and and 
the slot receiver in the flat to find a lane at the line of scrimmage, making a second dip inside the LB in backside pursuit to run towards the left hash for six yards. Then he outran 
the safety to the first down marker, dipping just outside that DB's attempt for his legs. He was dragged down from behind 20 yards downfield just as he was about to accelerate 
into the open field. Very good running in the second level to make two defenders miss. However, a holding penalty nullified most of the gain and limited the total to four yards 
rather than 20. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm on the play.
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Miller's second carry was an 11-yard gain on 2nd and 3 with 6:54 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel set with the single receiver split to what was the weakside of the 
unbalanced line until just before the snap when the second TE balanced the formation with motion to the WR's side. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to the right side and the LG 
cut the LDE while slanting right as Miller took the exchange while following his FB to right end. Miller did a good job staying squarely behind the FB until the lead blocker sealed 
the edge and then dipped just inside the block a few yards behind the line of scrimmage. He then veered just outside the safety who tried wrapping Miller a yard behind the line of 
scrimmage, but could not hang onto Miller's waste and thighs. The RB ran through the wrap as he crossed the line of scrimmage to the right flat and looked towards the second 
safety coming from the backside over top as the RB crossed the first down marker. He accelerated upfield and nearly took away that safety's angle but the defender bumped Miller 
out of bounds. Good patience and skill taking away the angles of the SLB and SS. Miller gained five yards three plays later on a 2nd and 10 with 2:15 in the first quarter from an 
off set I formation with the FB strong side and two receivers weakside versus a 4-3 with the LCB playing the left edge. The C-LG double-teamed the LDT and the LT sealed the 
LDE as the FB headed for the LCB all while Miller took the exchange towards left end on this stretch play. Miller veered inside the FB after the exchange and made a really quick 
stutter move and dip inside the safety at the line of scrimmage. The move took away the safety's angle and allowed Miller to run through the defender's reach for a gain of five 
yards, finishing the play wrapped from behind and rode down by the backside DT. Miller carried the ball on 1st and 10 from an offset I formation with the FB and both receivers on 
the weak side with 0:40 left in the half. The offensive line slanted left but allowed penetration by the LDE into the backfield. However, Miller and his FB reached left end and the 
RB dipped inside the FB and and the slot receiver in the flat to find a lane at the line of scrimmage, making a second dip inside the LB in backside pursuit to run towards the left 
hash for six yards. Then he outran the safety to the first down marker, dipping just outside that DB's attempt for his legs. He was dragged down from behind 20 yards downfield 
just as he was about to accelerate into the open field. Very good running in the second level to make two defenders miss. However, a holding penalty nullified most of the gain 
and limited the total to four yards rather than 20. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm on the play. Miller gained eight yards on 1st and 10 with 13:55 from an off set I 
formation 21 personnel set with both receivers split to the weak side of the formation. Miller followed his FB and pulling RT towards right end and the cut into a crease behind the 
RT and behind the C generating a push on the RDT to the outside Miller got his shoulders square just before he reached the line of scrimmage and burst up the right hash, running 
through a defender trying to wrap his legs and lowering his pads into the safety after spinning away from another linebacker. Miller gained another eight yards on 1st and 10 from 
the Maryland 18 with 12:00 in the third quarter from a 21 personnel I formation set with two receivers split to the weak side. The play was a misdirection pitch to Miller with the 
line blocking down to the right as if the run were a fullback dive but the QB pitched the ball to Miller running to left end. Miller accelerated past his slot receiver sealing the edge a 
yard behind the line of scrimmage and the RB the made a nice stutter move a few yards downfield to set up his second receiver’s block in the flat to get outside another CB but 
used the stutter to get inside the unblocked safety at the same time, earning another five. Nice burst up field. Miller gained 14 yards on 2nd and 1 with 11:51 left from a single 
back, 12 personnel set. Miller got double teams from the LG-LT on the LDE and the C-RG on the LDT. Miller took the exchange toward the C and followed the RG to the second 
level until he saw a bigger crease past the line of scrimmage that led to the left flat. Miller turned into the flat after getting the first down and with good burst, bent the run inside 
his WR about five yards downfield. He lowered his outside shoulder through the hit of the CB coming off that WR’s block about eight yards down field, bounced off the safety with 
contact from his inside shoulder just as he was running through the wrap of the CB and he was finally wrapped high and rode down by a defender in pursuit for a 14-yard gain. 
Good balance, pad level, leg drive and burst. He carried the ball under his right arm despite deciding to veer left. Miller gained three yards on 2nd and 4 with 10:53 in the game 
from a 22 personnel I formation set with a receiver split left to the weak side. Maryland had five men on the line, three to the strong side and the linebackers shaded to that side 
as well. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to the left side and Miller followed the FB towards the left shoulder of the C before cutting back behind the right shoulder of the right 
guard for three yards. He made a slashing cut on the play but had to lower his pads into an unblocked LB two yards into the hole and could only fall forward for a yard. He gained 
13 yards on the next play, a 3rd and 4 2x1, 20 personnel shotgun set with Miller flanking the right side of the QB towards to the two receiver side. It was a belly draw behind a 
double-team of the C-LG while following the FB flanking the QB’s left into the hole. Miller cut inside the FB at the line of scrimmage and ran through the LB’s hit three yards 
downfield to get the first down, dipping toward the right hash and then up the middle of the field towards his outside receiver coming from that hash for another five yards. He 
was cut by the safety.
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Miller's first carry was a four-yard gain from a 11 personnel 1x(2 weakside) set versus a 4-3 on 2nd and 10 with 11:08 in the first quarter. The RT and RG collapsed the RDE and 
WLB inside and Miller took the ball outside the RT for two yards before lowering his pads into the SLB and squirting through the contact to fall forward for another two. Good pad 
level and power after contact. Miller gained 14 yards on 2nd and 1 with 11:51 left from a single back, 12 personnel set. Miller got double teams from the LG-LT on the LDE and 
the C-RG on the LDT. Miller took the exchange toward the C and followed the RG to the second level until he saw a bigger crease past the line of scrimmage that led to the left 
flat. Miller turned into the flat after getting the first down and with good burst, bent the run inside his WR about five yards downfield. He lowered his outside shoulder through the 
hit of the CB coming off that WR’s block about eight yards down field, bounced off the safety with contact from his inside shoulder just as he was running through the wrap of the 
CB and he was finally wrapped high and rode down by a defender in pursuit for a 14-yard gain. Good balance, pad level, leg drive and burst. He carried the ball under his right 
arm despite deciding to veer left. Miller gained three yards on 2nd and 4 with 10:53 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set with a receiver split left to the weak side. 
Maryland had five men on the line, three to the strong side and the linebackers shaded to that side as well. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to the left side and Miller followed 
the FB towards the left shoulder of the C before cutting back behind the right shoulder of the right guard for three yards. He made a slashing cut on the play but had to lower his 
pads into an unblocked LB two yards into the hole and could only fall forward for a yard. He gained 13 yards on the next play, a 3rd and 4 2x1, 20 personnel shotgun set with 
Miller flanking the right side of the QB towards to the two receiver side. It was a belly draw behind a double-team of the C-LG while following the FB flanking the QB’s left into the 
hole. Miller cut inside the FB at the line of scrimmage and ran through the LB’s hit three yards downfield to get the first down, dipping toward the right hash and then up the 
middle of the field towards his outside receiver coming from that hash for another five yards. He was cut by the safety. Miller gained six on 1st and 10 with 6:16 from a 12 
personnel set with receivers split to the weak side. Miller ran through the grasp of the edge defender coming down the line to reach the line of scrimmage where there was a nice 
hold outside the TE that motioned to LG to open a crease. He was wrapped up in the second level. On every run the burst is apparent
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Miller's second carry was an 11-yard gain on 2nd and 3 with 6:54 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel set with the single receiver split to what was the weakside of the 
unbalanced line until just before the snap when the second TE balanced the formation with motion to the WR's side. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to the right side and the LG 
cut the LDE while slanting right as Miller took the exchange while following his FB to right end. Miller did a good job staying squarely behind the FB until the lead blocker sealed 
the edge and then dipped just inside the block a few yards behind the line of scrimmage. He then veered just outside the safety who tried wrapping Miller a yard behind the line of 
scrimmage, but could not hang onto Miller's waste and thighs. The RB ran through the wrap as he crossed the line of scrimmage to the right flat and looked towards the second 
safety coming from the backside over top as the RB crossed the first down marker. He accelerated upfield and nearly took away that safety's angle but the defender bumped Miller 
out of bounds. Good patience and skill taking away the angles of the SLB and SS. Miller gained five yards three plays later on a 2nd and 10 with 2:15 in the first quarter from an 
off set I formation with the FB strong side and two receivers weakside versus a 4-3 with the LCB playing the left edge. The C-LG double-teamed the LDT and the LT sealed the 
LDE as the FB headed for the LCB all while Miller took the exchange towards left end on this stretch play. Miller veered inside the FB after the exchange and made a really quick 
stutter move and dip inside the safety at the line of scrimmage. The move took away the safety's angle and allowed Miller to run through the defender's reach for a gain of five 
yards, finishing the play wrapped from behind and rode down by the backside DT.  Miller's second return was a 31-yard gain with 12:52 in the half. He fielded the ball just inside 
the left hash at the 10 and took the ball behind his up man to the inside and towards the right hash. He dipped upfield once he reached the 20, accelerating past a backside 
defender's angle that looked like the defender had an easy wrap. Good speed from Miller here as he reached a lane just inside the hash at the 25 and beat an outside defender's 
angle on him at the 30. Miller than geared while running through that outside defender's dive for his legs and lowered his pads through a defender over top to cross the 40 yard-
line.  Miller scored on a 41-yard touchdown run with 4:17 in the half. Miller got the ball from a 21 personnel I formation set with two receivers split to the weakside of the 
formation versus a 4-3 with the strong safety in the box outside the TE. The LG and C double-teamed the LDT to the right side as Miller took the exchange towards the right side 
of the line. He followed his FB to a hole off right tackle where the RT blocked down the MLB and the FB sealed the WLB to the outside, creating a large lane up the middle for 
Miller to burst past the SLB and LDE untouched to the first down marker. Miller's burst was so good that he beat the safety to the first down marker and by the time he was 15 
yards downfield it was obvious that Miller would not be caught the remaining 26 yards. The burst was markedly apparent on the play. Miller carried the ball on 1st and 10 from an 
offset I formation with the FB and both receivers on the weak side with 0:40 left in the half. The offensive line slanted left but allowed penetration by the LDE into the backfield. 
However, Miller and his FB reached left end and the RB dipped inside the FB and and the slot receiver in the flat to find a lane at the line of scrimmage, making a second dip 
inside the LB in backside pursuit to run towards the left hash for six yards. Then he outran the safety to the first down marker, dipping just outside that DB's attempt for his legs. 
He was dragged down from behind 20 yards downfield just as he was about to accelerate into the open field. Very good running in the second level to make two defenders miss. 
However, a holding penalty nullified most of the gain and limited the total to four yards rather than 20. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm on the play. Miller gained 
eight yards on 1st and 10 with 13:55 from an off set I formation 21 personnel set with both receivers split to the weak side of the formation. Miller followed his FB and pulling RT 
towards right end and the cut into a crease behind the RT and behind the C generating a push on the RDT to the outside Miller got his shoulders square just before he reached the 
line of scrimmage and burst up the right hash, running through a defender trying to wrap his legs and lowering his pads into the safety after spinning away from another 
linebacker. Miller gained another eight yards on 1st and 10 from the Maryland 18 with 12:00 in the third quarter from a 21 personnel I formation set with two receivers split to 
the weak side. The play was a misdirection pitch to Miller with the line blocking down to the right as if the run were a fullback dive but the QB pitched the ball to Miller running to 
left end. Miller accelerated past his slot receiver sealing the edge a yard behind the line of scrimmage and the RB the made a nice stutter move a few yards downfield to set up his 
second receiver’s block in the flat to get outside another CB but used the stutter to get inside the unblocked safety at the same time, earning another five. Nice burst up field. 
Miller gained 14 yards on 2nd and 1 with 11:51 left from a single back, 12 personnel set. Miller got double teams from the LG-LT on the LDE and the C-RG on the LDT. Miller took 
the exchange toward the C and followed the RG to the second level until he saw a bigger crease past the line of scrimmage that led to the left flat. Miller turned into the flat after 
getting the first down and with good burst, bent the run inside his WR about five yards downfield. He lowered his outside shoulder through the hit of the CB coming off that WR’s 
block about eight yards down field, bounced off the safety with contact from his inside shoulder just as he was running through the wrap of the CB and he was finally wrapped 
high and rode down by a defender in pursuit for a 14-yard gain. Good balance, pad level, leg drive and burst. He carried the ball under his right arm despite deciding to veer left. 
Miller gained six on 1st and 10 with 6:16 from a 12 personnel set with receivers split to the weak side. Miller ran through the grasp of the edge defender coming down the line to 
reach the line of scrimmage where there was a nice hold outside the TE that motioned to LG to open a crease. He was wrapped up in the second level. On every run the burst is 
apparent. On the next play, he gained a yard on 2nd and 9 with 5:38 left. He actually gained 17 on a run around left end with 5:45, showing good speed but the team was called 
for an illegal formation due to a wide receiver not lining up correctly. On slid between his RG and RT to reach a small crease and push the pile past the line of scrimmage for a 
yard.
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Miller didn't make an blocks on a 1st and 15 pass play with 6:07 in the first quarter, but he did a good job gauging the pressure as the pass protector in a one-back set. He slid 
towards the middle of the field in anticipation of chipping the DT then sensed the pressure his quarterback felt from the left edge and veered back to that side. When the 
quarterback broke the pocket, Miller ran ahead to serve as a lead blocker and when the LB beat Miller to the left hash, Miller's options were to go further downfield towards 
another pursuing defender at the hash or to hit this LB in the back. Miller made the wiser choice downfield although his QB was limited to a one-yard gain. Good effort and 
diagnosis of the situations as the play occurred. Miller got his QB sacked on a 3rd and 5 from an off set I formation with 1:32 in the first quarter. Miller tried to cut the RDE, but 
he telegraphed the cut by dropping his head too early and the DE veered outside Miller untouched to meet the QB at the end of his drop for the sack. When the ball came out 
during the sack and a DL picked up the ball, Miller did wrap the defender for the tackle. Miller did work his way up the right sideline on a kick return by his teammate McGee for 
27 yards with 5:50 in the half. Miller did shield a defender at the sideline and got his arms into the chest of the defender. He did not strike the defender with intensity on the play. 
Good punch on a defender in the right flat to help block for his teammate on a kick return with 4:57 in the third quarter. He didn’t sustain the effort, but the punch to the chest 
and the initial angle were good. He could get better by moving his feet with the hit to funnel the defender away from the ball carrier. His effort on a block up the right sideline on 
a kick return with 1:34 left and down by two points was poor. He got his hands into the defender, but was in a position to deliver a strong punch and follow up with an effort to 
sustain the block, but for the third or fourth time in this game he didn’t give the effort that the play deserved. The defender slid off Miller’s block and tackled the return specialist 
after a 22-yard gain. His effort was better at the left flat on a lateral on a kick off with 0:40 left. He made a second effort after the initial punch on a defender in the open field.
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Miller returned four kicks in this game for a total of 100 yards. His first return came with 11:21 in the first quarter. He received the ball outside the left hash at the 17 and took it 
behind his upman and the wedge by pressing the lane that trio was trying to build by going inside the hash and then veering back to the outside. He was hit at the 27 and 
brought down at the 30. Miller's first carry was a four-yard gain from a 11 personnel 1x(2 weakside) set versus a 4-3 on 2nd and 10 with 11:08 in the first quarter. The RT and 
RG collapsed the RDE and WLB inside and Miller took the ball outside the RT for two yards before lowering his pads into the SLB and squirting through the contact to fall forward 
for another two. Miller's second carry was an 11-yard gain on 2nd and 3 with 6:54 in the first quarter from a 22 personnel set with the single receiver split to what was the 
weakside of the unbalanced line until just before the snap when the second TE balanced the formation with motion to the WR's side. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT to the 
right side and the LG cut the LDE while slanting right as Miller took the exchange while following his FB to right end. Miller did a good job staying squarely behind the FB until the 
lead blocker sealed the edge and then dipped just inside the block a few yards behind the line of scrimmage. He then veered just outside the safety who tried wrapping Miller a 
yard behind the line of scrimmage, but could not hang onto Miller's waste and thighs. The RB ran through the wrap as he crossed the line of scrimmage to the right flat and 
looked towards the second safety coming from the backside over top as the RB crossed the first down marker. He accelerated upfield and nearly took away that safety's angle but 
the defender bumped Miller out of bounds. Good patience and skill taking away the angles of the SLB and SS. Miller lost two yards on 2nd and 13 with 5:33 in the first quarter 
from an 21 personnel 2x0 offset I with the FB to the strong side at the two receivers split weakside. Maryland put the strong safety in the box just outside the TE, but Miami ran 
to the weakside with the C-RG trying to double-team the RDT to the MLB. Maryland got strong penetration to the left side and pushed the LT, LG and C into the backfield which 
forced Miller into the RDT's penetration in the backfield. All Miller could do was keep his legs moving against a mass of linemen as the backside DE wrapped him for a two-yard 
loss. Miller was held to no gain on the following play, a 2nd and 6 with 3:55 in the first quarter. Miller took the ball from a 12 personnel set with two receivers split weakside of 
an unbalanced line against a 4-3 with the SS in the box over the second TE. This time Miller ran strong side and veered to the edge when the RG-RT double-team to the SLB 
didn't open a hole off tackle. The run was well contained as Miller slowed down at the edge to cut upfield. He had to lower his bads into the edge defender to reach the line of 
scrimmage. Miller gained five yards three plays later on a 2nd and 10 with 2:15 in the first quarter from an off set I formation with the FB strong side and two receivers weakside 
versus a 4-3 with the LCB playing the left edge. The C-LG double-teamed the LDT and the LT sealed the LDE as the FB headed for the LCB all while Miller took the exchange 
towards left end on this stretch play. Miller veered inside the FB after the exchange and made a really quick stutter move and dip inside the safety at the line of scrimmage. The 
move took away the safety's angle and allowed Miller to run through the defender's reach for a gain of five yards, finishing the play wrapped from behind and rode down by the 
backside DT. Miller's second return was a 31-yard gain with 12:52 in the half. He fielded the ball just inside the left hash at the 10 and took the ball behind his up man to the 
inside and towards the right hash. He dipped upfield once he reached the 20, accelerating past a backside defender's angle that looked like the defender had an easy wrap. Good 
speed from Miller here as he reached a lane just inside the hash at the 25 and beat an outside defender's angle on him at the 30. Miller than geared while running through that 
outside defender's dive for his legs and lowered his pads through a defender over top to cross the 40 yard-line. Miller scored on a 41-yard touchdown run with 4:17 in the half. 
Miller got the ball from a 21 personnel I formation set with two receivers split to the weakside of the formation versus a 4-3 with the strong safety in the box outside the TE. The 
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LG and C double-teamed the LDT to the right side as Miller took the exchange towards the right side of the line. He followed his FB to a hole off right tackle where the RT blocked 
down the MLB and the FB sealed the WLB to the outside, creating a large lane up the middle for Miller to burst past the SLB and LDE untouched to the first down marker. Miller's 
burst was so good that he beat the safety to the first down marker and by the time he was 15 yards downfield it was obvious that Miller would not be caught the remaining 26 
yards. The burst was markedly apparent on the play. Miller's third return was a 22-yard gain with 0:47 left in the half. He fielded the end-over-end line drive inside the left hash 
at the seven and took the ball 13 yards upfield to the right hash, slowed his gate so he didn't run too hard into the back of his up man at the 25 and then dipped outside to the 
right flat before he was brought down by backside pursuit at the 29 with 0:42 left. Miller carried the ball on 1st and 10 from an offset I formation with the FB and both receivers 
on the weak side with 0:40 left in the half. The offensive line slanted left but allowed penetration by the LDE into the backfield. However, Miller and his FB reached left end and 
the RB dipped inside the FB and and the slot receiver in the flat to find a lane at the line of scrimmage, making a second dip inside the LB in backside pursuit to run towards the 
left hash for six yards. Then he outran the safety to the first down marker, dipping just outside that DB's attempt for his legs. He was dragged down from behind 20 yards 
downfield just as he was about to accelerate into the open field. Very good running in the second level to make two defenders miss. However, a holding penalty nullified most of 
the gain and limited the total to four yards rather than 20. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm on the play. On the last play of the half, Miller lost five yards on 2nd and 
16 from the same set and run. The LB broke through the line with penetration to wrap Miller's legs in the backfield before the runner could get downhill. Miller's next return was 
a 34-yard gain to open the second half. Miller fielded the ball at the four yard-line at the left hash and followed his blocks up the middle to the right hash to the 38 yard-line 
where he was wrapped from behind. Miller gained eight yards on 1st and 10 with 13:55 from an off set I formation 21 personnel set with both receivers split to the weak side of 
the formation. Miller followed his FB and pulling RT towards right end and the cut into a crease behind the RT and behind the C generating a push on the RDT to the outside 
Miller got his shoulders square just before he reached the line of scrimmage and burst up the right hash, running through a defender trying to wrap his legs and lowering his pads 
into the safety after spinning away from another linebacker. Miller gained another eight yards on 1st and 10 from the Maryland 18 with 12:00 in the third quarter from a 21 
personnel I formation set with two receivers split to the weak side. The play was a misdirection pitch to Miller with the line blocking down to the right as if the run were a 
fullback dive but the QB pitched the ball to Miller running to left end. Miller accelerated past his slot receiver sealing the edge a yard behind the line of scrimmage and the RB the 
made a nice stutter move a few yards downfield to set up his second receiver’s block in the flat to get outside another CB but used the stutter to get inside the unblocked safety 
at the same time, earning another five. Nice burst up field. On 1st and 10 with 4:55 in the third quarter, Miller lost two yards on a run to left end where he ran through the first 
wrap to his legs in the backfield. The penetration was too good off the edge and forced Miller inside. Miller gained eight yards on 3rd and 24 from the Miami 18 with 2:24 in the 
third quarter. He took the ball on a shotgun draw with receivers in a 1x2 formation. Miller did a good job working inside a block on the LB rather than trying to break it all the 
way to the right flat where there was a lot of space, but he would have been pursued by the LB with a great angle on him. However, he was cut from the inside just as he 
accelerated down hill and this limited his gain to eight. Miller gained 14 yards on 2nd and 1 with 11:51 left from a single back, 12 personnel set. Miller got double teams from the 
LG-LT on the LDE and the C-RG on the LDT. Miller took the exchange toward the C and followed the RG to the second level until he saw a bigger crease past the line of 
scrimmage that led to the left flat. Miller turned into the flat after getting the first down and with good burst, bent the run inside his WR about five yards downfield. He lowered 
his outside shoulder through the hit of the CB coming off that WR’s block about eight yards down field, bounced off the safety with contact from his inside shoulder just as he was 
running through the wrap of the CB and he was finally wrapped high and rode down by a defender in pursuit for a 14-yard gain. Good balance, pad level, leg drive and burst. He 
carried the ball under his right arm despite deciding to veer left. Miller gained three yards on 2nd and 4 with 10:53 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set with a 
receiver split left to the weak side. Maryland had five men on the line, three to the strong side and the linebackers shaded to that side as well. The C-RG double-teamed the RDT 
to the left side and Miller followed the FB towards the left shoulder of the C before cutting back behind the right shoulder of the right guard for three yards. He made a slashing 
cut on the play but had to lower his pads into an unblocked LB two yards into the hole and could only fall forward for a yard. He gained 13 yards on the next play, a 3rd and 4 
2x1, 20 personnel shotgun set with Miller flanking the right side of the QB towards to the two receiver side. It was a belly draw behind a double-team of the C-LG while following 
the FB flanking the QB’s left into the hole. Miller cut inside the FB at the line of scrimmage and ran through the LB’s hit three yards downfield to get the first down, dipping 
toward the right hash and then up the middle of the field towards his outside receiver coming from that hash for another five yards. He was cut by the safety. Miller gained two 
from a 1x2 shotgun set on a draw, picking his way through penetration in the backfield to get the yardage off RG with 1:00 left.
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Miller gained three yards on a 2nd and 7 pass with 8:40 left from 2x1 shotgun swing pass to the left side. He caught the ball with his hands near his inside shoulder at the line of 
scrimmage and was pushed out of bounds. Miller caught a pass on 2nd and 10 for no gain with 1:26 left from a 1x2 11 personnel shot gun set. He was thrown the ball on a swing 
pass that he caught into his body and backed out of bounds after spinning off a hit. Each time he’s gone out of bounds after a catch or run he seemed to have a chance to stay 
inbounds and gain more yardage, but the effort wasn’t there. Miller was overthrown on 3rd and 4 with 0:55 left on a wheel route up the right sideline about 20 yards downfield. If 
well-thrown he catches the ball for a long gain.
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Name: Lamar Miller

Height: 5-1

Weight: 212

School Miami

Year: Sophmore

Date: 10/8/2011

Opponent: Virginia Tech

Score: 35-38

Location: Virginia Tech

Surface Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 93

Power Score : 15Balance Score 8

BHandling Scor 11

Speed Score : 13

Vision Score: 15

Elusiveness Score 13

Blocking Scor 4

Receiving and Routes Score : 8

Durability Score 6

Attempts: 18

Rush Yd 166

1st Downs 9

Rush Td 1

Target: 4

Rec: 3

Rec Yds 23

Rec Tds 1

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 3

BLKs Assigne 0

BLKs Made 0

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power, drives through arm tackles - 3pts: Yes

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Initiates contact and punishes defenders - 1pt: No

Runs behind pads/Good pad level - 5 pts: Yes

Second effort runner/Keeps legs moving - 7pts: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Avoids direct shots - 7pts: Yes

Can strings moves together in space - 1pt: Yes

Can make sharp lateral cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains footing when making cuts - 3pts: Yes

Maintains balance when hit head-on - 3pts: Yes

Balance when hit from an indirect angle -2pts: Yes

Carries ball with correct arm - 1pt: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 3pts: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 7pts: Yes

Effective short area burst - 7pts: Yes

Separates from 1st  2nd level defenders - 3pts: Yes

Separates from defensive backs - 1pt: Yes

Speed to turn the corner on outside runs - 2pts: Yes

Good decisions - 7pts: Yes

Patience - 7pts: Yes

Good line reads  anticipates defense - 3pts: No

Good angles in the open field - 1pt: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments - 2pts: Yes

Effective cut blocking technique - 1pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up blocks - 1pt: No

Mirrors/moves feet on stand up blocks - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball with proper hands technique--2pts: Yes

Can make difficult catch--1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the quarterback--1pt: Yes

Used in the intermediate/deep passing game--1pt: Yes

A consistent target in the passing game--1pt: Yes

Consistent receptions on catchable passes--2pts Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career--2pts: Yes

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part)--2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career--2pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving Blocking

Durability
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Lamar Miller is a potential Pro Bowl back. He's at the sweet spot in terms of height, weight, speed, and acceleration. He runs with patience, balance, and he protects the football. I 
like how he presses a hole and cut backs. He understands how to stay close to his blocks until an opening develops and like Clinton Portis and Edgerrin James before him, he 
knows how to shorten his steps in traffic until he finds a cutback lane or alternate crease when the primary hole doesn't come open. Miller catches the ball as well as any back in 
this class. He uses his hands to snare passes and he repeatedly demonstrated the ability to catch the errant throw with good body control and concentration. He made an 
acrobatic catch that covered over 25 yards from release point to reception many college WR's don't make. He keeps his legs moving after contact and his pad level is consistently 
low enough that he bounces off hits and maximizes his output on carries. He knows how to minimize his surface area in the hole and still get down hill fast.
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He didn't break a lot of tackles and he's not a punishing runner. He's not a strong runner as much as he's a technically sound back with good size and excellent speed and 
patience. I think he has very few weaknesses. I would like to see him anticipate what's happening at the line of scrimmage a little better than he does. He uses his athletifcism to 
get out of jams that I think he could have avoided at the line with a good initial read of the defense.
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On 1st and 10 with 13:22 in the half he gained seven yards from a 21 personnel weak side twin I formation set. The play was a stretch to left tackle. He took the ball and followed 
the FB through a nice-sized hole for five yards and lowered his pads into the DT coming at him head-on and bounced off for another two. Good job carrying the ball under his 
sideline arm.  Miller gained 12 yards on 1st and 10 with 6:59 in the half from a 22 personel I formation set. Miller got a huge hole inside LG. he gained five yards, veered outside 
the safety to the left flat, dragging the defender hanging onto his waist from behind for the final three yards. Excellent patience on 2nd and 4 with 2:09 in the third quarter to 
press and cut back to the back side of a 12 personnel set and then keep his legs moving the final two yards when wrapped in the hole to get the first down. Good pad level, too. 
Four plays later, he gained 22 yards with 9:43 lft from a 22 perosnnel I formation set. A huge hole opend inside the C which he set up with a press towards LG and dipped inside 
the C to cross the LOS. He gained a fast 10 and split the LB and the S for another five. The CB coming from the left hash over top broke down a yard form him and wrapped Miller, 
but the RB kept his legs moving and pushed the DB backwards a few yards as the pile that gather on top of him also moved a yard. Miller gained 23 yards for the first down on 1st 
and 10 with 6:03 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set. He followed his FB off LT, dipped away from the safety about five yards down field to the left flat, turning the 
corner on him to beat him just inside his WR's block of the CB at the numbers about 12 yards down field. Although he beat the S the CB latched onto Millder but the RB dragged 
him another eight yards. He's strong, balanced, and protects the ball well under his left arm on the play.  He worked his way open with no time remeaining to get to the right flat 
about four yards down field after releasing to the middle. His QB had to roll right and Miller worked with him. He made the catch of a high pass by extending his arms over his 
head for the ball beofre turning up the numbers at the 48. He did a great job feeling the back side pursuit and cutting sharply inside towards the hash  two elude three defenders, 
including running through an LB's wrap. He crossed the opposite hash with a  DB gunning fast fro him over top. He was wrapped for eight - game over.
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Miller was targeted on 1st and 10 with 14:53 in the half for a loss of a yard from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel set. Miller motioned to the slot on the far side of the field and 
caught a swing pass thrown high over his back shoulder four yards behind the line of scrimmage. He did a good job leaping for the ball and catching it with his hands. When his 
feet returned to the ground, he had an LB coming from the backside and a CB over top coverging on him at the line of scrimmage. He did a good job of tucking the ball under his 
left arm after the catch. On 1st and 10 with 13:22 in the half he gained seven yards from a 21 personnel weak side twin I formation set. The play was a stretch to left tackle. He 
took the ball and followed the FB through a nice-sized hole for five yards and lowered his pads into the DT coming at him head-on and bounced off for another two. Good job 
carrying the ball under his sideline arm.  Miller gained 12 yards on 1st and 10 with 6:59 in the half from a 22 personel I formation set. Miller got a huge hole inside LG. he gained 
five yards, veered outside the safety to the left flat, dragging the defender hanging onto his waist from behind for the final three yards. Good job carrying the ball under his left 
arm. He gained another yard on the next play, a 1st and 10 with 6:59 in the half from another 22 personnel I formation set. The play was power behind the LG pulling to RG, but 
the penetration behind the guard forced Miller to bounce the run to TE and he was wrapped at the line fo scrimmage by two defenders for only a yard.  He gained four on 2nd and 
9 with 11:15 in the third quarter with a good cutback off LT from a 12 personnel set. Very nice patience on 1st and 10 with 2:42 in the third quarter to press inside before cutting 
outside his FB to the left side of the line for a seven-yard gain from an I formation set. He did a good job staying close to his linemen before dipping through the open lane. Good 
job carrying the ball under his left arm. Miller gained 23 yards for the first down on 1st and 10 with 6:03 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set. He followed his FB off 
LT, dipped away from the safety about five yards down field to the left flat, turning the corner on him to beat him just inside his WR's block of the CB at the numbers about 12 
yards down field. Although he beat the S the CB latched onto Millder but the RB dragged him another eight yards. He's strong, balanced, and protects the ball well under his left 
arm on the play.
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Miller's first run was a 3rd and 1 with 10:59 in the first quart4er from a 22 personnel I formation set veruss a 4-3 with the secondary shaded to the strong side. The play was a 
pitch to right end and the CB came strong from the sidelien to get around the lead blocks to wrap Miller's legs in the backfield. Miller showed enough awareness to spring forward 
and land at the line of scrimmage to avoid a three-yard loss. Miller gained 12 yards on 1st and 10 with 6:59 in the half from a 22 personel I formation set. Miller got a huge hole 
inside LG. he gained five yards, veered outside the safety to the left flat, dragging the defender hanging onto his waist from behind for the final three yards.  He gained four on 
2nd and 9 with 11:15 in the third quarter with a good cutback off LT from a 12 personnel set. Very nice patience on 1st and 10 with 2:42 in the third quarter to press inside 
before cutting outside his FB to the left side of the line for a seven-yard gain from an I formation set. He did a good job staying close to his linemen before dipping through the 
open lane. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. Excellent patience on 2nd and 4 with 2:09 in the third quarter to press and cut back to the back side of a 12 personnel 
set and then keep his legs moving the final two yards when wrapped in the hole to get the first down. Good pad level, too.  On 1st and 10 from the Miam 10 with 12:05 left from 
a 12 personnel 1x1 unbalanced set, Miller gained 37 yards on a run designed to go to RT. Miller got to the numbers of the right flat and could not find a corner so he reversed his 
field,picked up a block by his QB and reached the opposite hash. He turned up the flat at the line of scrimmage and split two blockers for the first down, bursting past the CB 
getting blocked on the outside and spinning away from enough of the CB's wrap for another 10 yards until that CB had to release his grip. Miller gained another 17 yards before 
that CB and a second defender caught him from behind. The only reason Miller was caught was his work to free himself from that CB for a 10-yard period. Four plays later, he 
gained 22 yards with 9:43 lft from a 22 perosnnel I formation set. A huge hole opend inside the C which he set up with a press towards LG and dipped inside the C to cross the 
LOS. He gained a fast 10 and split the LB and the S for another five. The CB coming from the left hash over top broke down a yard form him and wrapped Miller, but the RB kept 
his legs moving and pushed the DB backwards a few yards as the pile that gather on top of him also moved a yard. Miller gained 23 yards for the first down on 1st and 10 with 
6:03 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set. He followed his FB off LT, dipped away from the safety about five yards down field to the left flat, turning the corner on him 
to beat him just inside his WR's block of the CB at the numbers about 12 yards down field. Although he beat the S the CB latched onto Millder but the RB dragged him another 
eight yards. He's strong, balanced, and protects the ball well under his left arm on the play.  He worked his way open with no time remeaining to get to the right flat about four 
yards down field after releasing to the middle. His QB had to roll right and Miller worked with him. He made the catch of a high pass by extending his arms over his head for the 
ball beofre turning up the numbers at the 48. He did a great job feeling the back side pursuit and cutting sharply inside towards the hash  two elude three defenders, including 
running through an LB's wrap. He crossed the opposite hash with a  DB gunning fast fro him over top. He was wrapped for eight - game over.
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On 1st and 10 with 13:22 in the half he gained seven yards from a 21 personnel weak side twin I formation set. The play was a stretch to left tackle. He took the ball and followed 
the FB through a nice-sized hole for five yards and lowered his pads into the DT coming at him head-on and bounced off for another two. Good job carrying the ball under his 
sideline arm. Excellent patience on 2nd and 4 with 2:09 in the third quarter to press and cut back to the back side of a 12 personnel set and then keep his legs moving the final 
two yards when wrapped in the hole to get the first down. Good pad level, too.  On 1st and 10 from the Miam 10 with 12:05 left from a 12 personnel 1x1 unbalanced set, Miller 
gained 37 yards on a run designed to go to RT. Miller got to the numbers of the right flat and could not find a corner so he reversed his field,picked up a block by his QB and 
reached the opposite hash. He turned up the flat at the line of scrimmage and split two blockers for the first down, bursting past the CB getting blocked on the outside and 
spinning away from enough of the CB's wrap for another 10 yards until that CB had to release his grip. Miller gained another 17 yards before that CB and a second defender 
caught him from behind. The only reason Miller was caught was his work to free himself from that CB for a 10-yard period. Miller gained 23 yards for the first down on 1st and 10 
with 6:03 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set. He followed his FB off LT, dipped away from the safety about five yards down field to the left flat, turning the corner 
on him to beat him just inside his WR's block of the CB at the numbers about 12 yards down field. Although he beat the S the CB latched onto Millder but the RB dragged him 
another eight yards. He's strong, balanced, and protects the ball well under his left arm on the play.
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Miller gained five yards on 2nd and 10 from the Miami 20 with 3:10 in the first quarter from a 21 personnel weak side twin stacked I formation veruss a 4-3 with the linebackers 
shaded to the weak side of the line. The back side of the line (RT,RG, and C) pulled to the left side as Miller took the exchange towards the left, but cut behind the pulling linemen 
through a crease for three yards before lowering his pads into the LB and safety for another two. Good burst.  Miller gained 12 yards on 1st and 10 with 6:59 in the half from a 22 
personel I formation set. Miller got a huge hole inside LG. he gained five yards, veered outside the safety to the left flat, dragging the defender hanging onto his waist from behind 
for the final three yards.  On 1st and 10 from the Miam 10 with 12:05 left from a 12 personnel 1x1 unbalanced set, Miller gained 37 yards on a run designed to go to RT. Miller 
got to the numbers of the right flat and could not find a corner so he reversed his field,picked up a block by his QB and reached the opposite hash. He turned up the flat at the line 
of scrimmage and split two blockers for the first down, bursting past the CB getting blocked on the outside and spinning away from enough of the CB's wrap for another 10 yards 
until that CB had to release his grip. Miller gained another 17 yards before that CB and a second defender caught him from behind. The only reason Miller was caught was his work 
to free himself from that CB for a 10-yard period. Four plays later, he gained 22 yards with 9:43 lft from a 22 perosnnel I formation set. A huge hole opend inside the C which he 
set up with a press towards LG and dipped inside the C to cross the LOS. He gained a fast 10 and split the LB and the S for another five. The CB coming from the left hash over 
top broke down a yard form him and wrapped Miller, but the RB kept his legs moving and pushed the DB backwards a few yards as the pile that gather on top of him also moved a 
yard. Miller gained 23 yards for the first down on 1st and 10 with 6:03 in the game from a 22 personnel I formation set. He followed his FB off LT, dipped away from the safety 
about five yards down field to the left flat, turning the corner on him to beat him just inside his WR's block of the CB at the numbers about 12 yards down field. Although he beat 
the S the CB latched onto Millder but the RB dragged him another eight yards. He's strong, balanced, and protects the ball well under his left arm on the play. With 2:58 left on 
2ne and goal from the 30, Miller scored from a 22 personnel I formation run. The play was a power off RG and he did a great job of finding the lane, making himself small with 
strong pad level and then squeezing through to the second level and veering to the right flat the final 20 yards untouched.  He worked his way open with no time remeaining to 
get to the right flat about four yards down field after releasing to the middle. His QB had to roll right and Miller worked with him. He made the catch of a high pass by extending 
his arms over his head for the ball beofre turning up the numbers at the 48. He did a great job feeling the back side pursuit and cutting sharply inside towards the hash  two elude 
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three defenders, including running through an LB's wrap. He crossed the opposite hash with a  DB gunning fast fro him over top. He was wrapped for eight - game over.
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Miller's first run was a 3rd and 1 with 10:59 in the first quart4er from a 22 personnel I formation set veruss a 4-3 with the secondary shaded to the strong side. The play was a 
pitch to right end and the CB came strong from the sidelien to get around the lead blocks to wrap Miller's legs in the backfield. Miller showed enough awareness to spring forward 
and land at the line of scrimmage to avoid a three-yard loss. Miller gained five yards on 2nd and 10 from the Miami 20 with 3:10 in the first quarter from a 21 personnel weak 
side twin stacked I formation veruss a 4-3 with the linebackers shaded to the weak side of the line. The back side of the line (RT,RG, and C) pulled to the left side as Miller took 
the exchange towards the left, but cut behind the pulling linemen through a crease for three yards before lowering his pads into the LB and safety for another two. Good burst. 
On 1st and 10 with 13:22 in the half he gained seven yards from a 21 personnel weak side twin I formation set. The play was a stretch to left tackle. He took the ball and 
followed the FB through a nice-sized hole for five yards and lowered his pads into the DT coming at him head-on and bounced off for another two. Good job carrying the ball 
under his sideline arm. He lost five on the next play, a 2nd and 3 with 12:48 in the half from another 21 personnel weak side twin I formation set. They ran the exact same play, 
but the DT and DE got strong penetration into the backfield and wrapped Miller for a five-yard loss. Miller tried to twist free of the wrap, but to no avail. Miller gained 12 yards on 
1st and 10 with 6:59 in the half from a 22 personel I formation set. Miller got a huge hole inside LG. he gained five yards, veered outside the safety to the left flat, dragging the 
defender hanging onto his waist from behind for the final three yards. Miller gained two yards ona  1st and 10 draw play with 11:54 in the third quarter from a weak side trips, 
11 personnel shotgun set. He did a good job picking through the line due to penetration up the middle that disrupted the flow of the play behind the pulling LG to G. He weaved 
his way inside LT to get a yard.  He gained four on 2nd and 9 with 11:15 in the third quarter with a good cutback off LT from a 12 personnel set. Very nice patience on 1st and 
10 with 2:42 in the third quarter to press inside before cutting outside his FB to the left side of the line for a seven-yard gain from an I formation set. He did a good job staying 
close to his linemen before dipping through the open lane. Good job carrying the ball under his left arm. Excellent patience on 2nd and 4 with 2:09 in the third quarter to press 
and cut back to the back side of a 12 personnel set and then keep his legs moving the final two yards when wrapped in the hole to get the first down. Good pad level, too. He 
gained six yards on the final play of the third quarter, a 1st and 10 strong side twin I formation set. He found a crease outside is FB's block to the left flat and dipped outside the 
defender in the flat for two more yards. He gained eight for a first down to start the fourth quarter by keeping his feet moving with short strides in traffic at the line of scrimmage 
and this enabled him to find a back side hold after the playsde crease closed off RG. On 1st and 10 from the Miam 10 with 12:05 left from a 12 personnel 1x1 unbalanced set, 
Miller gained 37 yards on a run designed to go to RT. Miller got to the numbers of the right flat and could not find a corner so he reversed his field,picked up a block by his QB 
and reached the opposite hash. He turned up the flat at the line of scrimmage and split two blockers for the first down, bursting past the CB getting blocked on the outside and 
spinning away from enough of the CB's wrap for another 10 yards until that CB had to release his grip. Miller gained another 17 yards before that CB and a second defender 
caught him from behind. The only reason Miller was caught was his work to free himself from that CB for a 10-yard period. Four plays later, he gained 22 yards with 9:43 lft from 
a 22 perosnnel I formation set. A huge hole opend inside the C which he set up with a press towards LG and dipped inside the C to cross the LOS. He gained a fast 10 and split 
the LB and the S for another five. The CB coming from the left hash over top broke down a yard form him and wrapped Miller, but the RB kept his legs moving and pushed the 
DB backwards a few yards as the pile that gather on top of him also moved a yard. Miller gained 23 yards for the first down on 1st and 10 with 6:03 in the game from a 22 
personnel I formation set. He followed his FB off LT, dipped away from the safety about five yards down field to the left flat, turning the corner on him to beat him just inside his 
WR's block of the CB at the numbers about 12 yards down field. Although he beat the S the CB latched onto Millder but the RB dragged him another eight yards. He's strong, 
balanced, and protects the ball well under his left arm on the play. He made a smart cut back to the backside guard for what might have been a 19-yard score if not for a great 
cut to his legs at the last moment by the slot corner back to save the day. This was a nice press and cut in the making that only gained three yards. With 2:58 left on 2ne and 
goal from the 30, Miller scored from a 22 personnel I formation run. The play was a power off RG and he did a great job of finding the lane, making himself small with strong pad 
level and then squeezing through to the second level and veering to the right flat the final 20 yards untouched.  He worked his way open with no time remeaining to get to the 
right flat about four yards down field after releasing to the middle. His QB had to roll right and Miller worked with him. He made the catch of a high pass by extending his arms 
over his head for the ball beofre turning up the numbers at the 48. He did a great job feeling the back side pursuit and cutting sharply inside towards the hash  two elude three 
defenders, including running through an LB's wrap. He crossed the opposite hash with a  DB gunning fast fro him over top. He was wrapped for eight - game over.
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Miller was targeted on 1st and 10 with 14:53 in the half for a loss of a yard from a 2x1 receiver, 11 personnel set. Miller motioned to the slot on the far side of the field and 
caught a swing pass thrown high over his back shoulder four yards behind the line of scrimmage. He did a good job leaping for the ball and catching it with his hands. When his 
feet returned to the ground, he had an LB coming from the backside and a CB over top coverging on him at the line of scrimmage. He did a good job of tucking the ball under his 
left arm after the catch. Two plays after a 22-yard run in the fourth quarter, he gained 16 yards for the touchdown on a 2nd and 1 pass with 8:32 left from a 12 personnel far side 
twin receiver set. The play was a double throw back. The QB threw the ball to the WR behind the line at the far side flat while Miller ran a wheel route up the right flat. The WR 
ran towards the middle of the field and threw the ball to Miller waiting in the end zone wide open. The pass was not accurate, but Miller made a diving catch over his outside 
shoulder in the end zone, doing a 360 turn in the process of getting in position to catch the ball, for the score. Tough catch. Good extension of arms for the ball wit his back to the 
pass. He worked his way open with no time remeaining to get to the right flat about four yards down field after releasing to the middle. His QB had to roll right and Miller worked 
with him. He made the catch of a high pass by extending his arms over his head for the ball beofre turning up the numbers at the 48. He did a great job feeling the back side 
pursuit and cutting sharply inside towards the hash  two elude three defenders, including running through an LB's wrap. He crossed the opposite hash with a  DB gunning fast fro 
him over top. He was wrapped for eight - game over.D
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